DEPARTMENT OF STATE HOSPITALS
FINAL STATEMENT OF REASONS
Incompetent to Stand Trial Admissions Process
California Code of Regulations
Title 9. Rehabilitative and Developmental Services
Division 1. Department of Mental Health
Chapter 16. State Hospital Operations
Article 7. Admissions

UPDATE OF INITIAL STATEMENT OF REASONS
The court has recognized that counties must provide to the Department of State Hospitals (DSH)
complete information packets to enable DSH to evaluate each defendant committed to the
Department as Incompetent to Stand Trial (IST) and subsequently place that defendant in the
most suitable setting. (In Re Loveton (2016) 244 Cal.App.4th 1025.) DSH addresses this in
proposed section 4712 which details the documentation that DSH requires to evaluate and place
an IST defendant.
These proposed regulations also address the court’s holding in People v. Mixon (1990) 225
Cal.App.3d 1471 which was upheld and applied by the court in People v. Rells (2000) 22 Cal.4th
860. In both cases, the courts found that when an IST defendant has been found competent and
restored, there is a presumption of mental competence which may be overcome by a finding,
upon a preponderance of the evidence, of the defendant’s mental incompetence. DSH addresses
this holding in proposed section 4710, subsection (c) which provides a queueing procedure for
when an IST defendant, found competent by DSH, may subsequently be found incompetent and
committed again to DSH for competency restoration.
Since the Notice of Proposed Action dated January 13, 2017, there was one change in applicable
law that related directly on the proposed regulations. Assembly Bill 103, chaptered by the
Secretary of State on June 27, 2017, extended the jurisdiction of the Department of State
Hospitals (DSH or the Department) to county jail-based competency treatment programs for
competency restoration. As a result, DSH modified the regulations text to reflect this change in
law. DSH also made minor changes based on public comments it received. These changes and
reasons for them are found below under the heading “Changes to the Text of Proposed
Regulations.”
DSH also added a document to the rulemaking package, “Supplement to the Initial Statement of
Reasons,” to further elaborate on the necessity of these regulations. This document was noticed
for the third supplemental 15-day public comment period from October 26, 2017 through
November 13, 2017. DSH did not receive public comment on this document.

ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT / ANALYSIS
DSH does not anticipate any non-discretionary costs or savings imposed on any local agency, as
a result of the proposed regulations, during the current fiscal year and the two subsequent fiscal
years.
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DSH does not anticipate any additional costs to the Department or any other state agency.
[begin underline] Creation or elimination of jobs within the State of California [end underline]

Creation or elimination of jobs within the State of California
These proposed regulations are designed to streamline the admission to DSH of defendants
committed to DSH as Incompetent to Stand Trial (IST defendants). The admission of IST
defendants is currently being managed by existing State staff, and these proposed regulations
only enhance and clarify their current job duties. These proposed regulations affect only State
positions already existing. While counties are implicated, these proposed regulations do not
impact the counties’ number of positions, number of employees needed, or expenditures related
to the housing and transportation of IST defendants. These proposed regulations do not affect the
duties or workload of counties and their employees but only clarify the procedure of preparing IST
defendants for admission. To illustrate, counties are already required by statute to provide
medical documents and transport an IST defendant to DSH; these proposed regulations only
clarify the procedure for so complying with the law.
Therefore, no jobs – whether county, State, or private – will be created or eliminated within the
State because of these proposed regulations.
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These proposed regulations are designed to streamline the admission to DSH of IST defendants.
The admission of IST defendants is currently being managed by existing State staff, and these
proposed regulations only enhance and clarify their current job duties. DSH also does not
anticipate that there will be any significant adverse impact on businesses, including businesses’
ability to compete. These proposed regulations affect only State positions already existing, to
provide services over which DSH has no competition in the market. While counties are implicated,
these proposed regulations do not impact the counties’ number of positions, number of
employees needed, or expenditures related to the housing and transportation of IST defendants.
These proposed regulations do not affect the duties or workload of counties and their employees
but only clarify the procedure of preparing IST defendants for admission. To illustrate, counties
are already required by statute to provide medical documents and transport an IST defendant to
DSH; these proposed regulations only clarify the procedure for so complying with the law.
Therefore, no new businesses will be created and no existing businesses will be eliminated within
the State because of these proposed regulations.
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These proposed regulations are designed to streamline the admission to DSH of IST defendants.
The admission of IST defendants is currently being managed by existing State staff, and these
proposed regulations only enhance and clarify their current job duties. DSH also does not
anticipate that there will be any significant adverse impact on current businesses, including their
ability to compete. These proposed regulations affect only State positions already existing, to
provide services over which DSH has no competition in the market. While counties are implicated,
these proposed regulations do not impact the counties’ number of positions, number of
employees needed, or expenditures related to the housing and transportation of IST defendants.
These proposed regulations do not affect the duties or workload of counties and their employees
but only clarify the procedure of preparing IST defendants for admission. To illustrate, counties
are already required by statute to provide medical documents and transport an IST defendant to
DSH; these proposed regulations only clarify the procedure for so complying with the law.
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Therefore, there will be no expansion, because of these proposed regulations, of businesses
currently doing business with the State.
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These proposed regulations may benefit the health and welfare of California residents by ensuring
that IST defendants are admitted to, housed in, and treated in the most appropriate setting in the
most appropriate location. These proposed regulations may also benefit worker safety by placing
committed individuals in appropriate state hospitals depending on security risk and escape
history, ensuring that staff and facilities are caring for patients they are appropriately and
adequately capable of treating and reducing the risk of harm to both staff and patients. Lastly,
these proposed regulations may benefit the State’s environment by making more efficient the
transport of IST defendants from county custody to state hospitals, reducing the carbon footprint
of these deliveries. The streamlining of the transfer of commitment packets may also reduce
waste, paper use, and energy costs.

LOCAL MANDATE DETERMINATION
The proposed regulations do not impose a mandate on local agencies or school districts.

CHANGES TO THE TEXT OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS
Originally Proposed Text. The originally proposed text is indicated in regular typeface. This text
was noticed for the 45-day comment period from January 13, 2017 through February 27, 2017.
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Second 15-Day Text. The text was again modified based on comments DSH received during the
first supplemental 15-day comment period. These modifications are indicated as follows: added
double underline]
double strikethrough]
text is in [begin
double
underline and deleted text is in [begin
double
strikeout. These modifications were
double underline [end double
double strikethrough [end
noticed for
the
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underline]
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Third 15-Day Text. DSH made a single modification to the text subsequent to the second
supplemental 15-day comment period. This modification is indicated as follows: added text is in
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bold double
double underline]
bold double
bolddouble
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bold
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Section 4710, subsection (b) is amended to:
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RATIONALE: These changes are necessary to reflect Assembly Bill (AB) 103. The changes
clarify that once the court commits an IST defendant to the Department, the Department is the
one to determine whether to place the individual in a jail-based competency treatment
program or in a state hospital. In the event that the Department places an IST defendant in a
jail-based competency treatment program, and that program recommends that the individual
be transferred to a state hospital, these changes are necessary to make clear that the
individual shall be committed according to the date the court committed him or her to the
Department.

Section 4712, subsection (a) is amended to:
strikethrough]“The [end strikethrough] [begin underline] A county judicially committing an individual to the Department of State Hospitals as Incompetent to Stand Trial shall
 [begin“The
A county judicially committing an individual to the Department of State Hospitals as
provide the [end underline] following medical documentation of the individual, if [begin double strikethrough] available [end double strikethrough][begin double underline] applicable
Incompetent
to Stand Trial shall provide the following medical documentation of the individual,
[end double underline], [begin underline] shall be provided [end underline] with the individual’s commitment packet[.]”
if available applicable, shall be provided with the individual’s commitment packet[.]”



RATIONALE: This change from passive voice to active voice is necessary to clarify that the
county which commits the IST defendant to DSH is the one that must provide to DSH, with the
commitment packet, the necessary and applicable medical documentation on that IST
defendant.

Section 4712, subsection (b) is amended to:


 [begin underline]“If the individual presents with [end underline] [begin strikethrough] Under [end strikethrough] any of the following conditions, [begin underline] the committing

“If the individual presents with Under any of the following conditions, the committing county
shall provide medical documentation including treatment plans, if available applicable, shall be
double underline], [begin strikethrough] shall be provided [end strikethrough] with the individual’s commitment packet[.]”
provided with the individual’s commitment packet[.]”
county shall provide [end underline] medical documentation including treatment plans, if [begin strikethrough] available [end strikethrough] [begin double underline] applicable [end



RATIONALE: This change from passive voice to active voice is necessary to clarify that the
county which commits the IST defendant to DSH is the one that must provide to DSH, with the
commitment packet, any applicable medical documentation related to a medical condition or
conditions that the IST defendant has.

A new Section 4712, subsection (c) is to be added:
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RATIONALE: This change is necessary to clarify that historical and updated medical records
are needed by a state hospital to ensure that it is adequately prepared to address the medical
needs of an IST defendant upon that individual’s arrival to a state hospital.

Section 4714, subsection (b) is amended to:



[begin double underline] “To determine the security risk of an individual, the Department [begin strikethrough] may [end strikethrough] shall [end double underline] [begin

“To determine the security risk of an individual, the Department may shall The security risk
assessment shall consider the following[.]”

strikethrough] The security risk [end strikethrough] [begin double strikethrough] assessment shall [end double strikethrough] consider the following[.]”

RATIONALE: The change from passive to active voice is necessary to clarify that the
Department is the one to consider certain factors for the security assessment. The change
from the permissive “may” to the mandatory “shall” makes clear that DSH must consider each
of the security risk factors laid out in this subsection for each IST defendant, to ensure
fairness and equity.

A new Section 4716, subsection (b) is added:
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RATIONALE: This change is necessary to clarify that a state hospital needs a complete
commitment packet to admit an IST defendant and to provide the state hospital a process by
which to alert the committing county of a packet’s incompleteness.

Section 4716, subsection (d) is amended to:
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determine the appropriate facility for the individual’s placement.”
Director or designee shall determine the appropriate facility for the individual’s placement.”



RATIONALE: This change is necessary to clarify that the Medical Director is in the best
position to determine whether a state hospital can adequately serve the medical needs of an
IST defendant.

Section 4717, subsection (e) is amended to:
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RATIONALE: These changes are necessary because they clarify that the county must provide
documentation on what it believes to be psychiatric acuity and that DSH’s medical director has
the final authority on determining whether an IST defendant suffers from psychiatric acuity
such that the individual warrants an admission to a state hospital notwithstanding the date of
his or her commitment to DSH. These changes are necessary because they make clear that
DSH’s medical director will base this determination only on available medical documentation
and records provided to DSH by the committing county and, if DSH’s medical director believes
it is needed, a clinical discussion between DSH’s medical director and the county clinician.
This amendment is necessary because it provides direction to courts on how DSH determines
whether an IST defendant meets psychiatric acuity criteria. Further, the change from “72
hours” to “3 business days” is necessary to reconcile any potential calendar differences
between the Department and other local agencies and courts.

SUMMARY OF AND RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED DURING
(1) THE 45-DAY PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD AND PUBLIC HEARINGTHEREON; (2) THE
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL 15-DAY COMMENT PERIOD; AND (3) THE SECOND
SUPPLEMENTAL 15-DAY COMMENT PERIOD
[begin
underline]Commenter
# 1: Deedrea
Edgar,
California
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Justice,
Commenter
# 1: Deedrea Edgar,
California
Attorneys
for Attorneys
Criminal Justice,
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27,Testimony
2017) and(February
Oral Testimony
(February 24, 2017)[end underline]

COMMENT 1.1: Commenter “request[s] the Department to remove proposed regulation [section]
4710, subdivision (b) as it appears to be an inaccurate and oversimplified description of current
legal authority under Penal Code Section 1370. . . . Adding this subsection referencing ‘jail based
treatment’ among all the other proposed rules for hospital admissions seems to unnecessarily
invoke a topic that is not uniformly addressed in the proposed rules and is not uniformly realized
in all counties despite the general legal authority that such programs can exist.”
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. This subsection’s language is clear in
acknowledging that the court has the authority to commit a person to DSH, or elsewhere, as it
deems appropriate, and that this regulation is limited only to the population of IST defendants
committed to DSH. In light of AB 103, when a court commits an IST defendant to DSH, the
Department has latitude to determine whether to place an IST defendant in a state hospital or in a
jail-based competency treatment program. This subsection addresses the date of admission to a
DSH hospital of IST defendants who had been treated at a jail-based competency treatment
program, were not restored to competency, and subsequently required mental competence
restoration at a state hospital.
COMMENT 1.2: Commenter “recommend[s] that any [] determination of risk on any patient[,
pursuant to proposed Regulation rules 4714 and 4715,] be maintained for the sole purpose of
hospital admissions and treatment only. . . . [Commenter is] concerned that labeling individuals
with risk levels . . . can further marginalize them . . . when returned to their committing court and
community.”
Response: DSH’s assessment of an IST defendant’s security risk is an administrative tool to
determine the most suitable state hospital in which to place the IST defendant. Whether an IST
defendant is a “low risk” or a “high risk” is not a legal designation or a legal label that the
Department is making. This security risk evaluation will not be placed in a patient’s medical chart
or any other file related to the patient.
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COMMENT 2.1: Commenter remarks that “[t]he regulations do not provide courts and counsel
with an expectation that individuals will be treated fairly. Instead, these regulations ensure that all
individuals will be subjected to the same due process violations of excessive delays in access to
necessary mental health treatment.”
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. The proposed regulations aim to make uniform the
admissions process statewide by instituting an orderly way to queuing patients by dates of
commitment and by identifying necessary documentation state hospitals require to process
admission. In light of this streamlining, courts, counsel, and patients will be able to have reliable,
clear expectation on how a patient will be processed for admission to a state hospital.
COMMENT 2.2: Commenter states that “[t]hese regulations will not ensure fairness nor will they
decrease DSH’s exposure to further litigation unless DSH begins to admit all IST defendants
within 60 days from the date of commitment . . . .”
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. The proposed regulations aim to make uniform the
admissions process statewide by instituting an orderly way to queue patients by dates of
commitment and by identifying necessary documentation state hospitals require to process
admission. Further, “decreas[ing] DSH’s exposure to further litigation” is beyond the scope of
these proposed regulations. Ordering admission of patients by the dates of their commitment and
requiring counties to furnish DSH with the same pertinent documentation for each patient ensure
that each patient and committing county is treated fairly.
COMMENT 2.3: Commenter “request[s] the following amendment to the guidelines: ‘Absent good
cause stated in writing by DSH and communicated to the committing court as soon as that cause
is known, all judicially committed individuals will be admitted within 60 days of the commitment.’”
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. The requested language is beyond the scope of
the proposed regulations, which aim to streamline and make uniform the admissions process of
those determined to be Incompetent to Stand Trial to state hospitals. The proposed regulations
address, among other things, the queue of patients in the admissions process based on the date
of commitment; an avenue for admissions notwithstanding the date of commitment if a patient is
experiencing a psychiatrically acute situation; and records which state hospitals require to process
admissions. The scope of these proposed regulations does not include a timeline or deadline for a
patient’s admission.
COMMENT 2.4: Commenter states that “we have a tremendous problem in this state as to the
shortage of mental health beds. However, continued attention to regulations such as what is
proposed today will not solve this problem.”
Response: DSH has no substantive response. The proposed regulations do not aim to remedy
the problem of the “shortage of mental health beds.” Solving that problem is beyond the scope of
the proposed regulations.
COMMENT 2.5: Commenter states that the language in section 4710, subsection (b) is
“ambiguous” and “seems to give DSH the sole discretion of where to place [a patient].”
Commenter notes that “the court . . . [is the one who] directs commitment.”
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Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. This subsection’s language is clear in
acknowledging that the court has the authority to commit a person to DSH or elsewhere, as it
deems appropriate under Penal Code section 1370, and this regulation does not limit the court’s
authority with regard to available mental health facilities to which to commit IST defendants. In
light of AB 103, when a court commits an IST defendant to DSH, the Department has latitude to
determine whether to place an IST defendant in a state hospital or in a jail-based competency
treatment program. DSH has amended this subsection to clarify the subsection aims to regulate
only the date of admission to a state hospital of an IST defendant previously treated at a jailbased competency program.
Commenter
3: Nicholas
Disability
RightsRights
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Written
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27, 27,
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[end underline]
COMMENT 3.1: Commenter notes that outpatient mental health treatment is substantially costeffective and urges DSH to “take advantage of community placements.”
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment insofar as DSH’s taking advantage of outpatient
treatment. Regulating outpatient or community mental health treatment is beyond the regulatory
authority of DSH.
COMMENT 3.2: Commenter notes that “the criteria [in proposed section 4710, subsection (a)] do
not take into account geographical location” and recommends the following language as
subsection (a)(5): “The geographical proximity of the state hospital to the county in which the
individual has been charged, with priority given to the nearest hospital with an available bed.”
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. Proposed section 4710 is titled “Date of Admission
of Individuals Found Incompetent to Stand Trial,” and subsection (a) addresses not criteria but
factors which may affect the actual admission date of an IST defendant. Considering geographical
proximity to the county of commitment, much less giving it priority, is beyond the scope of this
regulation.
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that it “appears
prioritize
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under §1370” and that it “appears to prioritize jail-based treatment over hospital treatment.
[Commenter] recommends language allowing for alternative placement that does not prioritize jailjail- based treatment.” Commenter specifically recommends that “individuals committed and/or admitted by the courts to
based treatment.” Commenter specifically recommends that “individuals committed and/or
the
Department
of State
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are placed inof
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public
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by the
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State underline]
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[end underline]
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over hospital treatment. [Commenter] recommends language allowing for alternative placement that does not prioritize

Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. The court has sole discretion, pursuant to Penal
Code section 1370, to commit an IST defendant to DSH or a public or private treatment facility. In
light of AB 103, when a court commits an IST defendant to DSH, the Department has latitude to
determine whether to place an IST defendant in a state hospital or in a jail-based competency
treatment program. The addition of Commenter’s proposed language would be beyond the scope
of DSH’s regulatory authority. The scope of the regulations is limited only to defendants
committed by the court to DSH and as such do not address the placement of defendants who may
have been committed by the court to other public or private treatment facility. This particular
section of the regulations address only the admission date of defendants who were previously
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treated at a jail-based competency program before admission to a state hospital. The statute still
allows for the patient to be placed in a public or private treatment program. This regulation
specifically addresses only IST defendants who are committed to the Department and placed, as
determined by DSH, in either a state hospital or a jail-based competency treatment program. The
community-based program is through the conditional release program and is not addressed in this
regulation.
COMMENT
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IST
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Commenter
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Commenter
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for this subsection’s
title:suggests
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language for this subsection’s title: “Appropriate Placement of Individuals Found Incompetent to
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Individuals Found Incompetent to Stand Trial According to Security Assessment [begin underline]When Placing an
Individual in a State Hospital[end underline].”

Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. The entirety of the proposed regulations addresses
the admissions process to a state hospital only. Changing the title of section 4715 to include
“When Placing an Individual in a State Hospital” would be redundant.
COMMENT 3.5: Commenter proposes the addition of this language to section 4715: “The facility
requesting placement shall timely complete the packet to ensure placement occurs no later than
60 days from a judicial commitment order.”
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. Commenter’s proposed language is contrary to
statute. Penal Code section 1370 provides that the county of commitment shall provide a
commitment packet to the DSH subsequent to the court’s commitment order. The statute charges
the county to complete the commitment packet, not a state hospital.
COMMENT
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following language: “The facility requesting placement shall timely complete the packet to ensure
placement occurs no later than 60 days from a judicial commitment order.”

placement shall timely complete the packet to ensure placement occurs no later than 60 days from a judicial
commitment order.[end underline]”

Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. To add the suggested language is to regulate
action by a county, and this is beyond the scope of DSH’s regulatory authority. The proposed
regulations address, among other things, the records which state hospitals require to process
admissions. These records originate from the county of commitment. Moreover, the scope of
these proposed regulations does not include a timeline for a patient’s admission.
COMMENT 3.7: Commenter asserts that the death of Los Angeles County inmate David Damits
is “evidence of the inappropriate nature of placement in jail units for this vulnerable population.”
Response: DSH has no substantive response. The comment is unrelated to the substance of the
proposed regulations.
COMMENT 3.8: Commenter suggests that DSH is “unnecessarily limit[s]” placement options by
“exclud[ing] [community-based treatment] programs from DSH’s available options.” Commenter
also notes that statute says that the community program director or designee evaluates the
appropriate placement for a defendant. Moreover, Commenter recommends that DSH “allow and
encourage [] placement into community programs.”
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Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. As Commenter notes, the community program
director evaluates the appropriate placement for a defendant and gives that recommendation to
the court. The court has sole discretion, pursuant to Penal Code section 1370, to commit an IST
defendant to DSH or a public or private treatment facility. In light of AB 103, when a court commits
an IST defendant to DSH, the Department has latitude to determine whether to place an IST
defendant in a state hospital or in a jail-based competency treatment program. DSH does not
have authority to select, “allow[,] or encourage” to which other public or private program a patient
is committed. The scope of the regulations is limited only to defendants committed by the court to
DSH and as such do not address defendants committed by the court to other public or private
treatment facility. The regulations are consistent with and not in conflict with statute.
COMMENT 3.9: Commenter references Welfare and Institutions Code section 7228 which states
that a person who is not a high security risk “‘shall be treated as near to the patient’s community
as possible, if an appropriate treatment program is available.’” Commenter notes that the
regulations do not “encourage placement near a patient’s own community.” Further, Commenter
submits that “[p]lacement in settings other than a state hospital is what the plain language of
[section] 7228 provides.”
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. As Commenter notes, proximity to community is by
statute a consideration for placement. If a patient is not a high security risk, DSH treats the patient
as near to his or her community as possible, if there is an appropriate treatment program available
there. In compliance with the statute, DSH places each patient at the most appropriate facility.
The statute does not require DSH to “encourage” placement near the patient’s own community
but only to so place if there is an appropriate treatment program available there. Moreover,
Commenter mischaracterizes section 7228. The statute begins, “Prior to admission, the State
Department of State Hospitals shall evaluate each patient committed pursuant to Section 1026 or
1370 of the Penal Code to determine the placement of the patient to the appropriate state
hospital.” This statute’s scope is limited only to placements to a state hospital, contrary to what
Commenter claims the “plain language of [section] 7228 provides,” which is to place patients “in
settings other than a state hospital.” The regulations are consistent with and not in conflict with
statute.
COMMENT 3.10: Commenter recommends that the regulations “make clear that placement must
occur within [60 days]” pursuant to the In Re Loveton decision.
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. The purpose of these regulations is to clarify the
treatment admissions process for defendants found incompetent to stand trial and who have been
committed by the court to DSH for such treatment. The admissions process set forth in these
regulations focuses on the logistics and order of admissions, such as the documentation that is
necessary and clinical factors which may affect a defendant’s actual admission date. The
proposed regulations address the order of admission when there are competing factors affecting
the admission date.
[begin
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COMMENT 4.1: Commenter suggests a change to section 4713 to reflect that the triage nurse
notify the county of commitment of any missing or incomplete medical documentation in the
patient’s commitment packet within five days of the county’s submission of the packet.
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Response: DSH has accommodated this comment by adding a new subsection (b) in section
4716 which states that DSH shall inform the county of commitment of any missing documentation
in a patient’s commitment packet within 14 days of discovery. DSH believes that 14 days is a
more feasible amount of time than the five days suggested by Commenter.
COMMENT 4.2: Commenter suggests that a new subsection (c) in section 4717 be added to
provide for a penalty in the event that DSH does not admit an IST defendant within 60 days; the
penalty would be a daily rate at the county jail level, for each day beyond 60 that the IST
defendant remains at the county jail, payable to the county of commitment.
Response: DSH disagrees with the comment. Paying the county of commitment for each day
beyond 60 that the IST defendant remains at the county jail finds no support in statute and is
beyond the scope of the regulatory authority of DSH.

COMMENTS RECEIVED DURING THE 45-DAY COMMENT PERIOD AND
THE TWO SUPPLEMENTAL 15-DAY COMMENT PERIODS THE TEXT
WAS MADE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC
ORIGINALLY PROPOSED TEXT. The originally proposed text is indicated in regular typeface.
This text was noticed for the 45-day comment period from January 13, 2017 through February 27,
2017. DSH received comments during this comment period and at the public hearing held on
February 24, 2017 and made modifications to the text.
FIRST 15-DAY TEXT. The modified text in its entirety was noticed for the first supplemental 15day comment period from April 21, 2017 through May 9, 2017. DSH received comments during
this comment period and made further modifications to the text.
SECOND 15-DAY TEXT. Further modifications to the text were noticed for the second
supplemental 15-day comment period from August 14, 2017 through August 29, 2017. DSH did
not receive comments during this period. DSH made one further modification to the text.
THIRD 15-DAY TEXT. The single modification to the text, along with the Supplement to the Initial
Statement of Reasons, was noticed for a third supplemental comment period from October 26,
2017 through November 13, 2017. DSH did not receive comments during this period.

ALTERNATIVES THAT WOULD LESSEN ADVERSE ECONOMIC IMPACT ON
SMALL BUSINESS
No alternatives were proposed to DSH that would lessen any adverse economic impact on small
business.

ALTERNATIVES DETERMINATION
DSH has determined that no alternative it considered or that was otherwise identified and brought
to its attention would be more effective in carrying out the purpose for which the action is
proposed, would be as effective and less burdensome to affected private persons than the
proposed action, or would be more cost-effective to affected private persons and equally effective
in implementing the statutory policy or other provision of law.
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The amendments adopted by DSH are the only regulatory provisions identified by DSH that
accomplish the goal of streamlining the admission of IST defendants to a state hospital by
ensuring that courts and counties understand that all IST defendants are subject to the same
factors and considerations which may affect the actual date of admission to a state hospital.
Except as set forth and discussed in the summary of and responses to comments, no other
alternatives have been proposed or otherwise brought to the attention of DSH.
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
The Department has determined that it would be cumbersome, unduly expensive, or otherwise
impractical to publish the DSM-5 (2013) in the California Code of Regulations.
The incorporated document is readily available online at:
http://dsm.psychiatryonline.org/doi/book/10.1176/appi.books.9780890425596, and was made
available in the context of this rulemaking in the manner specified in Government Code section
11346.5, subdivision (b).
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